
Talent
Consultants
share tips to
create a
career profile

Create a FREE
account to
start applying
for jobs!

CREATE PROFILE
ON MYBRANDS.SG

STAND OUT
with your career profile
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2.

Start applying for
jobs available

3.

4.

5.

SIGN UP NOW!

Access your profile
anytime, anywhere

Create a free account
on mybrands.sg

HOW IT WORKS

is a specialised job-matching portal with
infinite opportunities in retail fashion, beauty,
and lifestyle industries.

1.

Complete your
career profile

Chat with prospective
employers

@idasingapore linkedin.com/company/ida-sg@WorldModeHoldingsAP @ida.sg
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Elementary Proficiency: Able to form basic sentences
Limited Proficiency: Able to handle basic work commands
and social phrases
Professional Working Proficiency: Able to communicate
with clients and contribute to office meetings
Full Professional Proficiency: Able to carry out advanced
discussions with extensive vocabulary
Native/Bilingual Proficiency: Completely fluent

OTHER
EXPERIENCES

Write a summary of your career aspirations and
personal credentials that highlight your strengths
based on past work experiences

passion, interests and hobbies
competencies and professional skills (e.g. visual
merchandising, fashion design, digital marketing)

Upload 4 different pictures that show:

Additional Professional Certification (e.g. Specialist
Diploma in Digital Marketing, Graduate Diploma in
Community Leadership)

Remember to include: 

is a specialised job-matching portal with
infinite opportunities in retail fashion, beauty,
and lifestyle industries.

CREATE YOUR PROFILE

Name
Correct contact
details
Current & Expected
Salary

Prepare the following:

Work history in chronological
order from present to past
Key contributions,
accomplishments, awards
and achievements

Indicate:

are high-resolution 
represent your
personal branding
are professional

Make sure photos:

These details can be
changed again later.

LANGUAGES

WORK EXPERIENCE

PROFILE PICTURE

QUICK TIPS

Note what employers
are looking for in the
job description

EDUCATION

Community work
Leadership
projects

Indicate experiences
like:

ABOUT ME

Attended any courses
or workshops recently?
Indicate your
certificates here!

@idasingapore linkedin.com/company/ida-sg@WorldModeHoldingsAP @ida.sg
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THIS IS A
SAMPLE
PROFILE

NEED HELP?

Contact us:
+65 9138 1083

STAY

CONNECTED

AND SPREAD

THE WORD

ABOUT

IDA'SG:

iDA'SG was

established to provide

quality retail solutions

to elevate the fashion

retail industry and its

people of Singapore. 

 

We help retail

professionals with

talent placement, free

upskilling resources,

training and host

workshops and

networking events.

QUICK TIP

Generate PDF
Print

After you're done
crafting your
profile, you can:

dm1_sg@wmh.co.jp
+65 91381083

Profile : 100%
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